Jenga GIANT JS7

Largest Authentic Hardwood Jenga® Game

CAN STACK TO OVER 5 FEET HIGH!

jenga.com

Now it’s a SPORT!

It’s Your Move!
NOW it's a party!

JENGA® GIANT™
Game Play Instructions

Set up
Place three blocks next to each other, wide side down. Build more stories, alternating block direction, until you have an 18-story tower.

Play:
1) The player who sets up the tower, goes first. The person to the left, plays next.
2) Using one hand at a time, remove one block from anywhere BELOW the highest completed story. You can touch blocks to find a loose one, but if you move a block out of place, you must fix it before touching another block.
3) Place your block on top of the tower. A 3-block story must be completed before a higher one is started. Your turn ends 10 seconds after you stack your block or as soon as the next player has touched a block.
4) Keep removing and stacking blocks until someone topples the tower. An expert can build a tower 44 stories high or more!

Win:
The last player to stack a block without causing the tower to crash, wins. The player who crashes the tower, sets up the blocks for the next game.

Solo Play:
Play alone for practice! Can you top your record height before the tower falls?

Get Creative:
Personalize your Jenga® GIANT™ blocks with a white Chalk Ink® Wet Wipe Marker (not included) to create your own Jenga® GIANT™ game variations.

For event and tournament play suggestions and instructions go to: jenga.com/media.php

WARNING: Caution Should Be Used When Playing. All players should keep their feet on the ground at all times and not stand on tables, chairs, ladders, or stools when playing this game. Be sure that no glassware is present in the playing area to avoid breakage when the Jenga® GIANT™ tower ultimately falls down. Children under the recommended player ages of 12+ should not be allowed near the game during play. Never leave a stacked tower unattended. Hardhat recommended (not included).
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